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Visit the following link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBgTnLZMvQo 
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Sub: SCIENCE 

Lesson-10 

Building Houses 

Types of houses  
The houses in which people live are different because the type of house depends upon the 

geographical conditions of place, material availability & cost  

1. Flat roof houses 
➢ such type of houses is commonly found in plains 

➢ weather remains moderate throughout the year 

➢ at such places materials like bricks cement sand iron rods are mainly used to build houses 

2. Sloping/ slanting roof house 
• People of hilly areas or rain prone zones build house with sloping roofs  

 because when rain or snow falls on roof it can slip down easily from the roof. 

 the slanting nature of roof prevents the house from getting damaged 

• If we build flat roof house in hilly areas, they may fall off due to the weight of collected rain or 

snow 

3. Treehouse 
A House built in the branches of a tree 

▪ Also known as tree shed is usually built in the forestry areas 

▪ Treehouse is used for tourism purpose as well as for living 

▪ these are common in African continent also in forest of Southeast Asia 

▪ they are constructed around among or next to the branches or terms of mature trees they are 

located above the ground level 

4. Igloo 
o At places of extremely cold weather houses are made up of snow. 

o People of East Siberia, Canada, Central arctic, Alaska and Greenland use these snow huts as 

their residence.  

o Also people live in igloos are called Eskimos. 

o Insulating behaviour of ice helps them to protect themselves from outside cold 

5. Stilt houses 
❖ In coastal areas stilt houses are made in order to survive during flood. 

❖ These stilts provide a base for the houses at a certain height above the ground level and does 

protect them during flood. 

❖ materials used in the making of stilt houses are light in nature. stilts are usually made up of 

wood and concrete pillar 

 

Visit the following link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yN8wkkSO1Q0 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yN8wkkSO1Q0
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Assignment 
Q1. Why slanting roof houses are built in rain prone zones and hilly areas? 

Q2. What is the tree house? Describe in brief 

Q3. What is the main use of a stilt house? 
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MATH TEST 

 


